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DEVELOPMENT OF NMCA SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE

Chernyadyev V.
Institute of Atomic Energy, Kurchatov, Kazakhstan
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Development of the NMCA system in the Institute of Atomic Energy is described. The
Institute is the one of research scientific subdivisions of the National Nuclear Center of the
Republic of Kazakhstan. Four nuclear facilities in the country is operating. Institute is a facility
with two research reactors, located on the remote sites of the former Semipalatinsk nuclear test
site. Layouts and main parameters of the reactors are attached. In additional to reactors, NM
storages, on-pile stands, research labs and hot cell are located on sites. The NM storing and
handling are covered by NMCA system which after USSR disintegration was in a bad condition:
on-paper account, lack of personal training, normative documents, measuring system, and access
control. After ratification of Safeguards Agreement all Kazakhstan's nuclear facilities became to
being inspected by IAEA and State authority. Putting of the NMCA system according to
international rules is started. Since 1993 a collaboration with Departments of Defense and Energy
is begun, particularly with Los-Alamos, Sandia and Oak-Ridge National labs. Directions of
development and needs of technical and methodical assistance were defined. In the following
time a computers for account, spectrometric and weighing equipment for NDA, TID and other
office equipment were delivered. Development of a number of documents concerning regulation
of NM handling, IAEA inspectors cooperation, reporting was conducted under ORNL support.
NMCA custodians were participants of many training courses held in Kazakhstan, NIS, LANL,
NRC. The computerized NMCA system "AIMAS" developed in ANL and delivered to the
Institute was implemented successfully in 1995. During some followed years the "AIMAS"
system was modified step by step and spread to other nuclear facilities of Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan under DOE support. The important element of supporting of SSAC development in
Kazakhstan is funding and providing with methodic of annual workshops-conferences for NMCA
custodians from Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. These meetings are conducted continuously on the
all nuclear facilities so that the NMCA specialists have a chance to meet their progress in NMCA
area. Last such meeting was conducted in August 2005 at the Institute of Atomic Energy.
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STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF 1974 FRENCH ATOMIC TESTS SERIES
IN THE PACIFIC ON AUSTRALIAN ATMOSPHERE - A NOVEL

APPROACH TO NUCLEAR METROLOGY

Chaudhri M. Anwar u

institute of Medical Physics, Nuernberg, Germany
2 Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, Lahore, Pakistan

PRINCIPLE:
A novel approach for nuclear metrology has been selected to study the effects of French

Atomic Tests in the Pacific of 1974 on the Australian atmosphere. This is to investigate the
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changes in the elemental concentrations of the atmospheric particulates coilected in Australia just
before and after the onset of the atomic tests in the Pacific. Any additional radioactivity due to
the tests would either be still there or would decay into stable isotopes. If by some very sensitive
techniques one could determine the elemental / isotopic composition of the air particulate, one
can work backwards in estimating the sort and quantity of activities that could have existed just
after conducting of the tests. We decided to use the technique of charged-particle activation
analysis to estimate the elemental / isotopic concentrations of the Australian Atmosphere. This
technique has the potential to provide concentrations in the ppb and sub ppb regions.

METHOD:
The atmospheric particulates were collected on Polystyrene filters in high-volume air

samplers placed all along the Australian East Coast at locations in Port Moresby (New Guinea),
Townsville, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart.

The filters were cut into small pieces and placed in the grove of an AI-Target holder,
covered by a thin Al-foil, which was cooled by liquid nitrogen. The samples were irradiated for
one hour each with 8.5 MeV proton beam at an intensity of 1 uA. After waiting period of one
hour the irradiated samples were counted with a high resolution and high sensitivity Germanium
detector. Suitably prepared "Standards", for quantifying the absolute concentrations, were also
irradiated in identical fashion and their induced activities were measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
A number of elements, like S, Ca, Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Se and Hg, were detected in the

two types of samples- one taken just before the Atomic Tests started and the other set taken just
after the finishing of the tests. Their concentration of different elements ranged from 0.001- 3.27
u.g/m3. Certain changes in the concentrations of different elements were observed in the two sets.
However, these changes were attributed to synoptic effects rather than due to Nuclear Fall-out
Effects.

The ease, strength and potential of this sort of approach for nuclear metrology will be
discussed.
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RADIATION RISK IN REPUBLICS BELARUS

AFTER CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

Saltanova I.
Joint Institute for Power and Nuclear Research "SOSNY", Minsk, Belarus

Radiation pollution of the territory of the Republic of Belarus has been considered for a
long time as a basic ecological danger source.

Since the disaster at Chernobyl, a considerable number of the inhabited areas turned out to
be situated on the territory contaminated with the radioactive substances. A risk value of the
radiation-inducible affections is used in order to appraise the damage to the health of the
population, residing in such regions, in other words - of the long term (stochastic) effects
probability, among which malignant neoplasm represents the most serious danger.
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